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here’s how it is

“That’s a long wait for a train that don’t come”
- Serenity

In 2003, I saw Firefly, and it left that aching hole in my guts that it left in so many of us. In
2005, while riding a horse, I came up with the outline of an RPG mechanic. Well, it was
basically a lift from Pendragon. But you know, everything’s stole from somewhere.
A year before I’d written There Is No Spoon . I took it to the RPG Design Forums on
RPG.Net and it had been met with such furious enthusiasm it had gained a life of its own,
and even a designer and editor of its own, thanks to the incredible Judah I Zeh. Thanks,
man, I wouldn’t be who I was without that.
I sketched out a Firefly RPG on those same forums, and it gained some similar
momentum. There were a few playtests. I began writing the rules. We were talking about
publishing it, selling it even. So much so that the very nice folk at Margaret Weis Games,
who were publishing the licensed RPG, asked me to cease and desist saying I had a Firefly
game (and let me stress, they were super super nice about it and they are wonderful
people). We first called it “”Fire or Fly” then we settled on Walk the Line because Johnny
Cash is so awesome. Things were poised. I started a draft.
Then I got some “real” writing work on Warhammer 2nd edition and became a “real writer”.
Some other things happened, some bad bad things. Life got pretty hard. Everything got put
on the backburner. But a few people never forgot about Walk the Line, and never stopped
asking about it. D Jeremy Brown and Damon Black were still asking me about it in 2016.
Mr Black was promising to do layout and editing for me back in 2005. Here’s to the fans,
they will nurse any babe no matter how long it takes to wean.
But here, now, eight years later, I’ve moved on. Too much time has passed and too much
life has happened and this game and its building blocks are too far in the past to be rebuilt
by me. It doesn’t help that I’m a completely different person now. But for the fans and the
lovely people who remembered, here is something. Not a complete RPG, but a
remembrance of one. A collection of all the things I kept for the last eight years because
people cared and I might do something with it. The core rules, summarised briefly. The
scans of the original pages I found, long after the soft copies were lost in a disk failure. It’s
playable, but not very developed. It also contains the pregen characters my wonderful
playtesters made in those long-remembered off-the-cuff online sessions. And speaking of
those wonderful playtesters, more thanks to:
Nick Lippolis
Tracy McCormick
Thomas Tamblyn
Sam Zeitlin
Richard Lacy
Jason A. Petrasko
Helga Erichsen
Amado Guzman for getting it so hard right out of the gate
and the unbelievably important Craig Oxbrow for being Tango to my Cash over and over
and over again.

aim to misbehave
“Well, then a man has a choice”
“No sir, I don’t believe he does”
- The Train Job
Walk the Line has one mechanic and uses one six-sided dice. One six-shooter ought to be
enough for any man.
Characters are defined by Dichotomies, moral and psychological choices that drive their
lives. They were written like this:
Man of Honour 1 2 3 / 4 5 6 In A Den of Thieves
The position of the slash doesn’t have to be between the 3 and the 4. It can be between any
two numbers in the sequence. When your character faces a personal choice, they roll a die.
If they roll the numbers on the left of the /, they take an action in line with the personality
aspect on the left. If they roll the numbers on the right side of the line, they take an action
consistent with the right side of the dichotomy.
If it is a serious or important conflict, the option they roll will pull their character further
towards making more of those decisions. So if Mal rolled a 1, 2 or 3, and thus acted with
honour despite it perhaps being against his self interest, he would then be more likely to
act honorably in the future, changing his Dichotomy to look like this?:
Man of Honour 1 2 3 4 / 5 6 In A Den of Thieves
You can spend a point of Will to choose your outcome instead of rolling. You can also
spend a point of Will to stop your stat changing. You can spend two to do both. But you
only have six points of Will to start with, and it’s not easy to get back. And you can also lose
all your Will at once if you break one of your Lines, which are rules in the sand you’ve
drawn which you promised you’ll never break. The role of the GM in the game is to set up
conflicts so that rolling one side of your dichotomy will break one of your Lines, so you
have to spend Will or risk losing it all.
Characters have three Dichotomies and three Lines so there are lots of ways to tag moral
dilemmas for them, and lots of things they swore they’d never do. They also have a Heart,
an item or person who keeps them sane and gives them a Will point back if they act to
preserve it. But if they lose their Heart, they also lose their Will.
That’s the game. It’s meant for short term play. That’s why there’s only six slots, so people
get pushed far in a short space of time. If you end up all the way on one side of your
Dichotomy, you can’t come back. Part of you become fixed and you have to walk in
darkness. If you want to imagine what that’s like, watch Mal in the film Serenity.

There was a system where the Dichotomies were grouped into broad categories as follows:
Pacifist / Violent (Physical solutions)
Core / Border (Societal)
Positive / Cynical (Attitude)
Code / No Code (Belief System)
Selfless / Selfish (Morality)
Friendly / Remote (Social)
Expressive / Contained (Emotional health)
Civilian / Rogue (Lifestyle)
I ended up boiling those down to:
Pacifist / Killer
Core / Border
Code / No Code
Selfless / Selfish
Expressive / Controlled
Civilian / Outlaw
The final rules were three Talents, which I never really worked out the rules for, but were
designed to effect which option you would choose when the GM called on them (because
people tend to respond to situations that let them feel powerful, which means doing what
they’re good at). Characters also had three Joys which described what they did in their free
time, and it’s a testament to Firefly’s unique flavour that this felt important to the game.
Joys were going to be sources of restoring Will, but I later decided that I was adding too
much complexity – it was really just rehashing of Heart.
Here’s how I summed up the rules in an email as the task resolution came into focus.
Task resolution steps:
1. The GM describes the situation, and nominates the most appropriate Conflict.
2. The player and the GM work out the broad consequences of rolling each extreme.
3. The player chooses to roll or to spend Will.
4. If they roll, take the result. If they spent Will, they choose the result. The consequences are played out.
5. If you rolled, increase your stat in the direction of your success. If you spent Will, don't do this.
6. You can now spend additional Will to move your stat. You can move it back if you rolled, or forward if you spent Will.
7. The GM explains the further consequences of the roll and the game continues.
Note that step 4 is like the attack roll, step 5 damage and step 6 soak.
Will expenditure summary:
Action: Spend no Will on either steps.
Result: Conflict resolved as rolled, Conflict moves in direction of success.
Action: Spend a Will on Conflict Roll only
Result: Conflict resolved as chosen, Conflict does not move.
Action: Spend no Will on Conflict Roll, but do spend it on preventing Conflict Adjustment
Result: Conflict resolved as rolled, Conflict does not move
Action: Spend Will on both phases
Result: Conflict resolved as chosen, Conflict adjusts in direction of choice.
One Will will let you choose the outcome, or, if blown by fate, not have your personality ruled by it. Two Will lets you
choose the outcome AND choose your reaction to that.

This system does mean that nobody "stays put" without Will. That may seem unrealistic - after all, most people get into a
comfortable level of behaviour and stay there as long as they can. But the whole point of the rolls you make is they
happen at points where you CAN'T just be comfortable. The wrld forces you to choose one way or the other. And after it
does, you're no longer quite the same person.
OPTIONAL RULE: Not everything will always be quite so critical. The GM can rule that he's just making a test to see
what happens, but it won't alter things greatly. He can step things down two degrees:
Critical Event: normal rules.
Significant Event: as for the normal rules, but the Conflict Adjustment step is skipped. Whether you spent or rolled, your
Conflict doesn't change. (In other words, rolling is less ouchy, so you can be more cavalier about not spending Will).
Minor Event: as for Significant Event but nobody may spend Will to affect the outcome. Just roll to find out which you
your nature takes you.

One final note: The GM is within his rights to have "hidden" consequences to the conflicts he sets up. He must give the
player all the facts and possibilities that his character would be aware of, but that's all. An example might be:
GM: Okay, the old priest is snickering to himself about how he beat you and will get away with it all.
PC: I wanna punch him.
GM: Thought you might. Thing is, he's an old man, and a priest. That's a bit low.
PC: Okay, so that sounds like a Code roll or a Violene roll, yeah?
GM: I'm thinking Violence.
PC: Rightyo. And severity?
GM: Significant. You can spend Will to stop yourself, but your stat won't change.
PC: Nah, since I can't lose any points I'll just roll to see how angry I get.
Our player (who is playing a two-fisted ex-nun) looks at this sheet, and sees his Violence stat reads like this:
Pacifist (Never Raise Fists in Anger) 1 2 3 4 / 5 6 Violent (Punish the Wicked). He rolls a 6.
PC: Ha! Cool. My nun tightens her lips, curls up a fist and punches the priest hard in the face. She shouts "How dare
you call yourself a man of God!" as she does.
GM: Right. The priest falls to the ground. Blood begins to gush out of his nose. And then his eyes.
PC: What? I'm a nun. I'm not that strong!
GM: Yes, but e was suffering from blood fever, and he's just haemoragghed in his brain. He's dying.
PC: Oh my Lord, forgive me!
The GM can't cause the player to adjust his Conflict as a result of this unforseen outcome, because he already stated it
was only a Significant Event, not a Critical one. The GM says that the priest gets to a doctor and lives, and the ex-nun
learns a lesson about violence being risky. But she still feels he deserved to be punched, so her Conflict stays still.
The GM might do this to further the story, but also to set up future dilemmas. Next time the nun winds up for a punch,
her mind will be plagued with doubts about what COULD happen.
Another final note:
Players can spend Will to adjust their Conflicts EVEN IF NO CONFLICT IS BEING ROLLED, if the GM agrees. For
example, our nun from above stumbles onto a battlefield. The dead are everywhere. She is aghast at the horror of what
comes from violence. It is a life-changing sight. The player suggests this might push her away from such things herself.
The GM agrees. The PC spends a Will point and changes the Conflict appropriately. The nun kisses her cross, steels
her heart and promises herself she will turn away from violence.
The GM chuckles because he knows in the next episode, she'll be forced to choose between watching her friend die, and
picking up a gun. He can't wait to see how the player will play it out.

“Let’s be bad guys”
- The Train Job

who are we now

Here’s how I came down on some of the show’s characters
Mal Reynolds
Man of honour...in a den of thieves
Protective Sergeant (Selfless) 1 2 3 4 / 5 6 Selfish Smuggler (Selfish)
Fight Fair (Code) 1 2 3 4 / 5 6 Stay Alive (No Code)
Seen Too Much Death (Pacifist) 1 2 / 3 4 5 6 Still a Soldier (Killer)
Lines:
Never Leave A Man Behind (broken at the start of Serenity)
Never Shoot An Unarmed Man (broken in the middle of Serenity)
Keep Flying (risked at the end of Serenity)
Heart: Serenity (the ship, and the valley)
Wash
A brilliant pilot … out of his depth
Wise Cracking Jokester (Civilian) 1 2 3 4 5 / 6 In A World of Danger (Outlaw)
Nervous Nelly (Expressive) 1 2 3 / 4 5 6 A Leaf On the Wind (Controlled)
Keeps The Mood Light (Core) 1 2 3 / 4 5 6 Sheltered From Harsh Truths (Border)
Lines:
Do Right By My Wife
Keep The Mood Light
Keep His Crew Safe
Heart: Zoe
Kaylee:
Grease-stained mechanic … who wishes she wasn’t always reduced to that
Simple Homespun Prairie Harpy (Civilian) 1 2 3 / 4 5 6 Out In the Big Black (Outlaw)
Terrified of the Darkness (Expressive) 1 2 3 4 / 5 6 Always Wears A Smile (Controlled)
Pretty as a Princess (Core) 1 / 2 3 4 5 6 Covered In Grease (Border)
Lines:
Keep Serenity in the sky
Be a Good Girl Like She Was Brought Up
Believe Everyone’s Got A Good Heart Deep Down
Heart: Her room where she can be herself

These are some folks we made along the way. They show chargen at work and could be
used in your games. Not all of them have all three lines worked out.
The Professor
A mad scientist … searching for redemption
First, Do No Harm (Code) 1 2 3 4 / 5 6 But Science Needs Blood (No Code)
Redeem Myself (Selfless) 1 2 / 3 4 5 6 Stay Alive (Selfish)
Went to the Best Schools (Civilian) 1 2 3 4 5 / 6 Along Way From Them Now (Outlaw)
Lines:
Never let a man die when I could save him
Never return to the Alliance
Never stop the pursuit of science
Heart: The joy of children
The professor did things, like the kind of things they did to River Tam. One day he
couldn’t take it any more and he escaped with his pet rat. Problem is, he still needs to
know...
Jackson Rowley
A wandering star … too soft for the road
Comfortable but Bored (Core) 1 2 3 / 4 5 6 Excited but Terrified (Border)
Do What’s Right (Code) 1 2 3 4 5 / 6 Damn What’s Proper (No Code)
I Want To Feel Alive (Expressive) 1 2 / 3 4 5 6 Manners Matter (Controlled)
Lines:
Never stop travelling, or I’ve failed
Never strike a lady
Never ask for help
Heart: His journal
Jackson believes life in the Core is not the authentic life, not when the Alliance controls
everything you see and hear, and the folks on Londinium believe everything has to be
mannered and controlled. He’s gone to the Black to find truth but he has no skills to
survive when the Black bites back.
Liana
Just a simple sweet girl … seeking bloody revenge as a man
Good Girl (Pacifist) 1 2 3 4 5 / 6 Kills When Necessary (Killer)
Admit You’re Your Mothers Daughter (Expressive) 1 / 2 3 4 5 6 Be A Dutiful Son
(Controlled)
Wants Everything Back As It Was (Civilian) 1 2 3 4 5 / 6 But Not Until She Gets Revenge
(Outlaw)
Lines:
Never give up the hunt for revenge
Never dishonour the memory of my folks
Never not be a big tough man

Heart: “His” Daddy’s rifle
When Liana saw her mum and dad die, she was the only one left. When they came to ask
her Pop to join the posse, she joined as the loyal son, Miguel, instead. Now the cover has
become her shield, and she can’t let go.
Grady
A friendly old cook … with a dark secret past
Trying to be a cook (Pacifist) 1 2 3 / 4 5 6 Steeped In Blood (Killer)
Protect My Crew (Selfless) 1 2 / 3 4 5 6 Hide My Past (Selfish)
I Can Change (Civilian) 1 2 3 4 5 / 6 I’ll Always Be Bad News (Outlaw)
Lines:
Never kill for personal gain
Never go back to the old life
Heart: His boat, Old Smokey
Grady used to be a professional killer for a crime syndicate. He saved his money, then
retired. He feels like he was owed that. But can a leopard change its spots when the
jungle keeps calling?
Ham Agnew, P.I.
A seeker of justice … who really just wants to go home
The Law Should Handle It (Core) 1 2 / 3 4 5 6 The Law Is An Ass (Border)
My Folks Needs Me (Selfless) 1 2 / 3 4 5 6 Justice Is All That Matters (Selfish)
I Need Friends (Expressive) 1 2 3 / 4 5 6 But Nobody Can Be Trusted (Controlled)
Lines:
Never stop hunting down the Jones Gang
Never waste anything, someone probably died to make it
Heart: His brother’s hat with the motion detectors
Ham’s an expert with gadgets and weedling out the truth so he was a natural bounty
hunter and tracker, and doubly so when the Jones Gang killed his brother. But he’s tired
of the chase, and just wants to go home – but how can he when it would betray his
brother?
Guan
A soldier to the bone … with no unit to march with
Tired of All The Killing (Pacifist) 1 2 3 / 4 5 6 Always Do The Job (Killer)
Never Betray Your Comrades (Code) 1 2 3 4 / 5 6 What Does That Matter Now (No Code)
I Have A Wife And Kids (Expressive) 1 / 2 3 4 5 6 They’re Better Off Without Me
(Controlled)
Lines:
Never kill anything that can’t kill you back
Never turn your back on someone from the unit

Heart: His service revolver.
Guan lived by the code of looking after your fellow men, so everyone goes home alive.
Then he found out some in his unit were the enemy, and betraying them all. So now his
only rule is the one thing he can’t trust.
Ben Kennelworth
A smuggler looking to score … but trying to keep his soul clean
Don’t Hurt Innocent Folk (Code) 1 2 / 3 4 5 6 Get The Job Done (No Code)
Live Up To His Father (Selfless) 1 2 / 3 4 5 6 Live The High Life (Selfish)
Life Is A Party (Expressive) 1 2 3 / 4 5 6 But Not For Everyone (Controlled)
Lines:
Never leave money on the table
Never break your word
Never not celebrate as far as your purse will take you
Heart: His boat, the Mei Ren
Ben was born dirt dirt poor so all he wants is money – and what it can provide. No
smuggler is so quick to spend their take on wine, women and bathtubs full of both. Then
he’s broke again. And in need of a job that ain’t so moral…
Black Annie
Honest prairie matron … lost in her grief
Killing Just Breeds More Killing (Pacifist) 1 2 3 / 4 5 6 But They Killed My Man (Killer)
We All Gotta Pull Together (Selfless) 1 2 3 / 4 5 6 I Got By, So Can Everyone Else (Selfish)
Sweet Old Grandma (Expressive) 1 2 / 3 4 5 6 In A Long Black Veil (Controlled)
Lines:
Never stop grieving
Never go back to prison
Never turn away the needy
Heart: Her veil
Annie was sleeping with the shopman when her husband of thirty years was brutally
killed, and the shopman was married so he couldn’t give her an alibi. She escaped from
prison, but a prisoner she remains.

